EEL 4201 Term Paper Grading

20pts
• Format
  o Followed all IEEE rules as stated in the template

40pts
• Length
  o 5pt deduction for every ½ page missing (4 pages required)

10pts
• Did you focus on your specific subject without veering into irrelevant topics?

The last 30pts is subjective grading by your TA. The following is not an exhaustive list of requirements. However, in order to get at least 25pts, you must meet all of the requirements listed.

0 – 12pts
• No citations
• Poor paper
• Excessive grammatical errors
• Paper doesn’t flow well
• Irrelevant graphs, pictures

25pts
• Few/no grammatical errors
• Many references
• Relevant graphs, pictures
• The different paper sections flow nicely into one another
• Include a few paragraphs on YOUR opinion (your views, beliefs, the future of) of your topic

30pts
• An outstanding paper
• Virtually flawless paper
• Has that little special something that makes your TA say, “Wowy-kazowwy Batman, this paper is stupendous”!

***If you plagiarize, you will get a 0…no questions asked. Properly cite and paraphrase!!***